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2D Custom Girl Uncensor Patch 3D Custom Girl (3Dカスタム少女), often dubbed '3DCG', is a game developed by TechArts3D for designing a female character with 3d information. Its original . Dec 13, 2019 A Check Out Anki Video Content Presentation (Achi para Dari Gamers) B. D. - Subtitle) See also Women in gaming Japanese animation External links TechArts3D/3D Custom Girl 3DCG Uncensor Category:Video game development
Category:Video games developed in JapanThis invention relates to the field of lenticular imaging systems, particularly to the imaging of objects. Lenticular imaging refers to the practice of printing on a substrate to create a lenticular image. To create a lenticular image, a lenticular print is imaged. A lenticular print is typically created with ink-jet printing technology. In one commonly used ink-jet printing process, a print head is stepped across a

substrate and the print head deposits ink onto the substrate through slits, creating a line of dots on the substrate. This line of dots is referred to as a xe2x80x9cbandxe2x80x9d. The line of dots is curved between the dots by the use of a relief print head. As the print head moves across the substrate, the print head can deposit ink onto the substrate through selected slits, creating different bands, each of which forms a lenticular line. Depending on the
degree to which the dots of the lines are overlapped, a continuous lenticular image with randomly directed lines can be formed. Imaging of lenticular prints can be accomplished through a variety of techniques. For example, lenticular prints can be imaged with an ink-jet printer by moving the print head and the substrate relative to each other, such as is discussed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,506,659. However, such printers typically require complicated

structures and are difficult to calibrate. Another imaging method for lenticular prints is the use of a xe2x80x9cpass throughxe2x80x9d print head. An exemplary system is shown in U.S. Pat. No. 5,745,072. A print head containing rows of nozzles, each nozzle associated with a drop ejection module is fed across a substrate. The print 3da54e8ca3
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